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Enliven was founded on the conviction that imagination and 
technology have an intertwined & interdependent 
relationship. Accordingly, Every Digital Development
Solution/Service by Enliven is a creative endeavor to
outperform existing solutions and offer a richer,
streamlined, and friendlier user experience. To this day,
the company adheres to its motto of empowering clients with 
innovative use of digital technology.

About us



Our History

Founded in Start rendering
premium web solutions

2008 2009

Enabled premium &
managed hosting
services

2013

Started rendering
full technology
services

2014

Enabled enterprise
application solutions

2015

Enabled i 4.0 and
HMI solutions

2018

Entered in Digital
Development
Consultancy

2020

Cruising

2022



At Enliven, the goal isn't to just create ingenious IT solutions. It has more
to do with making a positive impact on clients, no matter their business
model. The brand helps customers gain a competitive advantage via
efficiency, innovation, dynamism, authenticity, and quality. That's what
constitutes the DNA of the brand.

We strive to set the highest standard of quality in
everything we do. We always want to drive towards
“the NEXT” great thing! By constantly challenging
ourselves to improve and break new ground.

Mission

values

Driven by Purpose



Manufacturing

Educational Healthcare Logistics

Retail Chemical IoT

FMCG

Fintech Automotive Travel & Hospitality

Expertise in
business domains



Enterprise Application Solutions

Digital Manufacturing / Industrial Digital Automation

Customized Business Software with the integration of IoT

E-Commerce Platforms

Mobile & Web Applications development

Website design & development

Cloud Deployments & Integrations

A technology partner with end-to-end solutions

Digital Development Consultancy

Solutions we build



Technologies we use

Languages

php, Node.js, .net, HTML,
React, JavaScript, Angular
Python, Electron

Frameworks

CodeIgniter, Laravel

Databases

My SQL, Mongo DB

Mobile

Android, Ios, ionic, React
Native

Cloud

Google, AWS, Digital Ocean,
HostGator

API Integration

Payment Gateway,
Geolocation, Shipping,
SMS Gateway, Firebase,
Google Maps, SendGrid

Ecommerce

Woo commerce, 
Custom E commerce



Have a look at the Unique
customized products we
have developed



Digital Dashboard
for E bike

E-Bike is an untitled project developed by young entre-
preneurs. Our task was to design an intelligent digital 
cluster with future-proof features and total accessibility. 
We created the fully customized digital cluster with 
design and development from scratch.



HMI for
Ventilator

Healthcare technology always falls under critical mission criteria and to meet 
with the medical standards one require precise knowledge of technology with 
proper implementation to fulfil the requirements.

We are proud to deliver most sophisticated HMI technology during times of pan-
demic, within 90 days of span with the help of our expert team.

This HMI is integrated with a touchscreen interface including handling with soft 
keys, smart touch gestures and alarms.



Tasks
Management

Manage everything in a snap. The task is a comprehensive tool to manage 
your To Dos, Meetings, Calendar, and whatnot. You can manage your project 
with help of the project board, set a project team, assign tasks with that proj-
ect and conduct a meeting as well. You can also set notifications and email 
reminders.



Industry 4.0
Tool

The Next-Gen Industry 4.0 Tool. Industry 4.0 liberates us from repetitive 
tasks. It allows us to improvise running actions, make decisions accordingly 
with new ideas to achieve the highest output from production.

It is a highly automated machine capable of processing the most sophisticat-
ed operations in the industry. An i4.0 machine is capable of performing mun-
dane and repetitive tasks independently, allowing humans to focus on the 
outcomes of these operations.



How we work
01

Discovery

02
Data/Process

Analysis

03
Prototyping

04
Approvals

05
Development

06
Testing07

Launch

08
Ongoing
Support



Engagement Practices

if a company or individual has a fixed set of requirements related to their project
or idea to create a new solution then this model is best suitable.

in this scenario, we can be your tech partner for your organization’s growth. We
will provide you end to end digital development solutions. We will represent your
company as a technology partner.

Partner with us

If a company or individual has certain requirements related to 
software development that only demands some flexibility and
changes in the existing model then this model is best suitable.

Hourly model

Fixed cost model



Our Leadership

Kishan Adesara
Founder
 

An entrepreneurial leader with 
passion and determination, who 
always strives to work on innova-
tive projects. He feels that the 
success of a firm is determined 
by technological breakthroughs. 
He believes in taking care of the 
team, and the team will take care 
of clients.

Vinayak Vekariya
Sr. Business 
Development Manager

Vinayak looks after business 
development for Enliven. He is 
responsible for developing and 
managing strategic
partnerships to grow business, 
developing a solid relationship 
with customers as well as sales 
and marketing teams.

Milan Pansuriya
CTO

As a Head of Development at 
Enliven, Milan drives an 
aggressive roadmap, often tries 
hands-on coding, and ensures 
high quality of development 
given by using the latest 
technologies.



Our Team
innovators, leaders & path breakers



2014

Recognized by
IMTMA

2018

Created IoT tool
in 180 Days

2020

Created HMI for
Ventilator in 90 Days

2021
Featured on Business
Connect Magazine as

Entrepreneur of the Year

2022
Featured on Prime

Insight Magazine as
Company In Focus

Awards and Achievements



Clientele

Kingsley



Our Projects
Have a look at some of our projects



Web & eCommerce

The client aimed to develop a web platform which can give the power of
creation in the hands of customer and not to develop just a shopping
experience. Client wanted a platform which can cover all aspects from choosing 
diamond to dispatch to the customer. Right from customizing the diamond, 360 view 
of diamond, ring size, colour and whatnot.

We created this custom platform from scratch. Our team developed a
convenient and interactive interface which was empowered with all essential ecom-
merce functions available on both front and back end by covering all requirements of 
client.

Solutions

Business Analysis, Design, Development, Quality Assurance, Project
Management,Server Management, Support

Services

Business Challenges

Technology

#codeigniter  #socket.io  #nodejs  #mysql  #stripe  #paypal  
#bootstrap  #linuxserver



Web, CRM & Logistics

V-Xpress is a rapidly growing logistics solutions provider spreading its
network across the country. The client needed a website with cutting-edge visual 
identity, contemporary design, navigation, and tracking with complete logistic solu-
tions. The client also required a fresh CRM tool for client interfacing. By keeping 
speedy delivery solutions at the core the key task was to provide a flawless and 
user-friendly platform to their ecommerce clients.

Enliven built a complete system from scratch by keeping all the considerations of 
the client. It has top-notch UI/UX design, advanced functionality, shipment tracking 
system, quote management, shipment pickup management, and 
customer management tools. Implementing this new cutting-edge system enabled 
the customer to maintain low cost and high efficiency.

Solutions

Business Analysis, Design, Development, Quality Assurance,
Project Management, Server Management, Support

#wordpress  #laravel  #nodejs  #mysql  #asp.net  #linux server

Services

Business Challenges

Technology



Finix is a custom ERP system that has been developed for Jyoti CNC Automation. 
The existing ERP solution was difficult to manage with costly maintenance, timely 
support, and a standard system that was not able to manage customized require-
ments. The main project purpose was to replace those systems and automate the 
whole business process by implementing new functionality.

To take on this challenge we have gathered all the requirements of the client and 
developed a fully custom ERP solution called Finix. At first, we started with Sales & 
CRM module development and successfully introduced the same in their 30 centers 
around the country. After successful implementation of the first stage, we developed 
various other modules like Manufacturing, R&D, HR, Store, Finance, and shop floor 
HMI to make the production process paperless. All are running successfully with 
proper implementation and support.

Solutions

Business Challenges

Custom ERP, HMI & Finix

Business Analysis, Design, Development, Quality Assurance,
Project Management, Server Management, Support

#nodejs  #php  #wordpress  #angular  #mysql  #electronejs  #android
#ios #aws

Services

Technology



V-Trans is the go-to place for millions when it is about reliable logistics
services. A logistics service provider with a presence in PAN India and SAARC coun-
tries. With having a passionate team working on delivering excellence to clients and 
helping them to bring supply chain performance to the next level, the client wanted 
an application for an entire logistic solution.

Business Challenges

Enliven developed a custom mobile application for V-Trans. Crafted with
precision, the V-Trans App is a tailor-made one-stop solution for all users.
Connecting the dots of entire logistics solutions, the V-Trans App enables users to 
process everything about their shipment with just a few taps. Customers can fill-up 
the form for pickup requests, track shipments whenever needed, and receive delivery 
status. V-Trans App makes logistics simple and effective for everyone.

Solutions

Business Analysis, Design, Development, Quality Assurance, Project
Management, Server Management, Support

#reactnative  #wordpress  #mysql  #linux server

Services

App & Logistics

Technology



Thank You!
Reach out today!

#203, Ishaan, KKV Chowk, Kalawad Road, Rajkot 360005.
Gujarat, INDIA

hello@enlivendc.com

EmailPhone

Address

+91-8780802155


